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Foreword

At the end of Design Life Bangkok both Penang and Seoul had been mentioned as 
the next location for holding the Design Life event. Our Bangkok organisers and hosts 
Xutibhong Wichaidit and Saguna Saelim had shared Bangkok city in intimate and 
gracious ways that only fellow alumnis who shared our love of design could.

Then in December 2013, Taek Soo Kim (Tex) organised and hosted Design Life Seoul, 
and shared with us his beloved exciting city of Seoul generously. Everyone had a great 
time in Seoul. Finally this year has been Penang’s turn to host the Design Life event. 
And what an inspiring journey it has been so far! 

Our Malaysian architecture and design alumnis have been our greatest support right 
from the beginning of the process. The choice of speakers, potential venues, potential 
places to visit, sponsorships, contacts, the list goes on. Their spirit of sharing and 
helping is apparent and even though everyone is leading very busy life, everyone makes 
time to help what they could. Our Malaysian alumnis are our collaborators.

We are very grateful to our Penang hosts: Felix Ooi, Rui Lian Koh, Edmond Khoo, Lina 
Ooi and our organising team mate Charles Dewanto, as well as Dr. Ross McLeod, 
Professor Sand Helsel, and Amy Yan Ping of RMIT, without whose support and help, this 
Design Life Penang would not be taking place.

The spirit of Sharing has always been our inspiration when we started Design Life, and 
in Design Life Penang, this spirit is well and very much alive.

Jindee Chua and Suriawati Qiu
Event Organiser



DESIGN LIFE PENANG 2015

We welcome you to the fourth Design Life RMIT Architecture and Design Alumni 
exhibition hosted by the China House Galleries in Georgetown, Penang, Malaysia. The 
exhibition features work from RMIT School of Architecture and Design graduates from 
the disciplines of Architecture, Landscape Architecture, Interior Design, Industrial 
Design as well as graduates from Fashion Design and Fine Art. 

Over the last six years Design Life has been hosted by RMIT Alumni in Bali, Bangkok 
and Seoul and has featured the creative work of over one hundred graduates working 
in Australia, Indonesia, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, Vietnam, the Philippines, South 
Korea, Japan, Hong Kong,  Taiwan, China, Nepal, India, Qatar, Belgium, The Netherlands 
and the USA. It has been a great pleasure putting together this year’s exhibition and to 
once again connect with the activities of the RMIT Architecture and Design graduates 
and to see the quality and diversity of their ‘design lives’.

This year the exhibitors were asked to consider how their design practices engage in 
the act of ‘regeneration’. Knowing the creative minds of our Alumni we were keen to 
see their responses to the idea of regeneration in both the types of design projects they 
have been producing and in the way that they undertake the design process.  
 
The exhibitions theme developed from a consideration of the unique UNESCO 
World Heritage listed townscape of Georgetown and the efforts that have gone into 
conserving and reinventing the traditional shop-houses, streetscapes and heritage 
buildings that that act as backdrop to the exhibition, lectures and design walks that 
make up Design Life Penang. In keeping with these concerns a series of guest speakers 
have been invited to speak at the event whose practices of Architecture, Design and Art 
display sensitivity to the maintenance of cultural and environmental values.

Another dimension of the exhibition addresses the generation of ideas and how 
the process of design is enacted; from diagrams, concept sketches, models and 
presentation renders, to detail documentation and completed works. With this in mind 
we were interested in seeing documentation of the studio environment, of prototypes 
being assembled in the workshop and documentation of projects in the construction 
phase.
 
In parallel to these concerns, the event also celebrates the work of different 
‘generations’ of RMIT Architecture and Design Alumni across the three decades that 
the Design Life process has captured (1985 – 2014). On display is work from recent 
graduates, young emerging practices, mid-career professionals and established 
international firms.



The appropriating of derelict sites for cultural means is taken to another level in 
Millie Caitlin’s Testing Grounds. The project transformed a vacant and under-utilised 
civic space in Melbourne Arts precinct to provide a temporary and free outdoor art 
space. Concurrently, Ho Tzu Yin’s DECK gallery, a non-commercial, independent arts 
venue housed in an assemblage of shipping containers in downtown Singapore, was 
envisioned to be a place to support and nurture the community of photography 
enthusiasts in Southeast Asia. James Brearley takes on this model of arts based 
adaptive re-use on a vast scale by rejuvenating a dilapidated 1950s steel factory in 
Shanghai. The design seeks to create a place of potential for a growing art culture in 
China.

Another dimension to the work on display derives from a thoughtful conception of the 
relationship of a design and the natural elements of its site. In Xuhtibong Wichaidit and 
Saguna Saelim’s Banyan House a century old tree is considered as the intrinsic condition 
of the site and the challenge of the project was to find a way for this historic tree and 
the new structure could harmoniously coexist. While in Malaysia, Wendy Khaw Wei 
See’s Penta Dos series of houses seek to break down local conventions by placing the 
existing natural features of the landscape as core and forefront of the design.

A synthesis of the material, cultural and natural concerns identified in other works 
in the exhibition can be seen Chuin Wee Lim’s design for the Malaysian Pavilion at 
the Milan World Expo. The design reflects on the rainforest as the country’s primary 
resource and expresses this concern through the seed like forms of the pavilions, 
the sustainable glulam technology used in their construction and the multimedia 
environments that recreate primal natural environments within the spaces. 

After six years of activity the value of Design Life is becoming more apparent. The 
exhibition not only acts as a bringing together of generations of RMIT Architecture 
and Design Alumni but also frames a forum in which the abiding conditions of design 
practice in the Asian context becomes apparent. In this way the exhibition becomes 
a focal point for the sharing of professional activities and the discussion of the salient 
issues that all the exhibitors and attendees share. Ultimately Design Life provides 
the opportunity for all those involved to engage in a discourse about practice and to 
regenerate the interests and passions in design that the Alumni discovered ‘once upon 
a time’ in their days spent in the School of Architecture and Design at RMIT. 

Dr Ross McLeod
Exhibition Curator

Putting together an exhibition of this kind provides a privileged overview of the 
demands of contemporary design practice that the RMIT graduates encounter. The 
focusing of this year’s submissions around the theme of regeneration has exposed 
common strands of thought between practices and disciplines. Issues of materiality, 
craftsmanship, sensitive responses to the conditions of site, cultural sustainability and 
ecological imperatives can be seen as a through-line of many of the works exhibited.

In many of the projects we see a deep concern about the nature and providence of 
materials and the craft skills employed to fashion them. In Jarrod Lims Koi Chair the 
unique pattern of the chair’s back was inspired by the wrought iron gates and window 
grills seen everywhere on local houses and apartments in Singapore. In Jindee Chua 
and Suriawati Qiu’s work we see the how practice has developed through learning and 
exploring a variety of traditional craft techniques and the abundance of indigenous 
natural materials found on the island of Bali. While Hoanh Tran and Archie Pizzini’s 
design for their own architecture studio in Ho Chi Minh City, incorporates antique 
pieces such as French colonial shutters and doors as well as traditional Vietnamese 
bed/ living platforms and in doing so takes advantage of the accessibility and flexibility 
of local craftsmen. 

This working with local materials and craft traditions is extended to the act of design 
ethnography in Alexandra Doughty’s work on the Isla des Gigantes Shell-craft project. 
The program trained women in various shell-craft techniques utilising the huge piles 
of waste shells found around the island as a result of their shell-fishing industry. The 
project aimed to diversify incomes and increase resilience against the seasonal nature 
of their local industries and provide much needed job opportunities for the women of 
the island.

The cultural dimension of the act of design can be seen in Archie Pizzini’s photography 
practice which runs in tandem with his architectural practice. The photographs 
informing his design work through close observation of the individual based culture 
of Vietnam and its aspects of improvisation and re-use.  Jason Ho’s work extends the 
observational into analytical mapping. His project on boundary walls aims to provide 
an inkling of how lives are lived, positively, despite these walls, and how people have 
over time used boundary walls as physical and social structures to help move beyond 
the bounds and territories imposed on them. Similar cultural concerns are taken 
up by Khalilah Zakariya research work into local Malay markets which is framed by 
four aspects: the local culture and the economy, the sense of place, the market as a 
community hub, and the market as a tourist attraction.

A sensitive interpretation of the existing conditions of a site can be seen in the temporal 
installations of James Carey which are manifest through the time he spends uncovering 
aspects and details of the site and considering how to represent or translate them. 
Similarly Aimoli Zhang’s work as a design festival curator in Hangzhou, China involves 
the occupation of the empty heritage buildings with temporary installations that ‘make 
the street a museum’ for one week each year, enfolding visions of the future within the 
fabric of the past.
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SHANGHAI SCULPTURE SPACE, RED TOWN

Following the central government’s criticism of Shanghai’s lack of cultural development, 
the Shanghai Municipal Government determined to open more than 100 new art 
venues between 2006 and the hosting of the World Expo in Shanghai in 2010. Build 
the venues and the art will come. This project was designed, built and had its opening 
exhibition within four months of the developer gaining possession of the abandoned 
factory. 

Rejuvenating a dilapidated 1950s steel factory, the design seeks to create a place 
of potential for a growing art culture. It explores new ways of viewing art, placing 
the observer in a variety of physical relationships with art pieces. It encourages art 
happenings and performances by providing balconies, ramps and amphitheatre seating 
for observers and participants. It seeks to provide freedom for all manner of art 
interventions by avoiding the preciousness of most cultural institutions and maintaining 
an industrial rawness. External events are made possible via oversized doors that 
connect the main hall with a giant veranda and the sculpture garden beyond.

The project has been an effective anchor and catalyst for the rejuvenation of factories 
and development of galleries located around an open sculpture park. The Red Town 
district now supports one of the highest concentrations of contemporary art spaces in 
Shanghai.

BAU Brearley Architects + Urbanists is an architecture, urban design, urban planning, and 
landscape architecture practice driven by values embedded in progressive eastern and western 
philosophies. Our design processes, practice, and projects include an understanding and 
appreciation of international design practice and culture, together with local Chinese design 
practice and culture. Founded in 1992 in Melbourne Australia, today BAU has offices in both 
Australia and China.

Led by partners James Brearley and Fang Qun, BAU is a multi-disciplinary team integrating all 
aspects of the built environment. At BAU we are focused on innovative solutions to contemporary 
built environment issues to achieve multi-dimensional design outcomes that are not only 
environmentally sustainable but, culturally, socially, and economically sustainable as well. Cost 
effective built environments that promote the engagement of its citizens, not only with all the city 
has to offer, but also with each other.

james brearley
architect / urban designer

shanghai, china

architecture 1989



89,964 seconds [paces] of drawing [walking] 

For SafARI 2014, I undertook a two-week residency at the Mungo Scott Flour Mill, 
Sydney, where other artists have been working for some time within the Mungo Studios 
Arts Studio complex. I made excursions into the larger complex, responding to various 
spaces in a diverse variety of media.  One of the most important parts of the work is the 
process itself, the time spent uncovering aspects and details of the site and considering 
how to represent or translate them.  

The materials produced, subsequently shown at Wellington Street Projects (a gallery in 
Chippendale, Sydney), provided a glimpse of my time spent in physical homage to the 
building and its history; a remembrance of things past.  I incorporated into the works 
the actual physical, performative processes of their making, with the number of steps 
I climbed daily to the top of the building, resulting in the endurance drawing 89964 
seconds [paces] of drawing [walking], 2014.

Although these buildings were created for industrial purposes, their internal spaces 
were also defined by human usage.  My inherent respect for the memories contained 
within these spaces points out that such delicate and often unrecorded histories should 
not be discarded as part of a constant urge to update and improve.

James Carey’s practice involves research and durational intervention within sites in transition. 
Using immediate [im]material, immersive and inhabitable situations are constructed. Notions of 
familiarity are ruptured in order to create new proposals for interiorities, sites and situations.
The methodology is site responsive, allowing particular qualities and conditions to reveal 
themselves, which have potential for specific outcomes. Sites are inhabited through a slow 
material engagement, and then reconstructed through occupation, maintenance, and certain 
activities. It is a material, temporal and spatial practice, and is also connected to the exploratory 
process of drawing.

The practice foregrounds duration; an attentiveness of being ‘in time’. Being attentive to duration 
[being ‘in time’], allows the research and practice to open up and live outside preconceptions, 
which in turn, produces unexpected recognitions, impulses, outcomes and intuitions. It considers 
time as method, time as content and time as material.

james carey
installation artist

melbourne, australia

interior design 2005



millie cattlin
collaborative practice / social activities

melbourne, australia

interior design 2005 architecture 2009

These are THE PROJECTS we do together is a design and architecture practice based in Melbourne, 
Australia, producing installations and collaborative projects in the public realm. Working at the 
intersection of design and architecture, The Projects was formed out of a combined interest in 
design, the built environment and public space. 

The work is underpinned by a dedication to enhancing the experience of public space through 
engaging and thoughtful projects that often combine architecture with performative and 
interactive elements. The Projects is run by Millie Cattlin, an architect, and Joseph Norster, a 
theatrical and architectural lighting designer, production manager and set designer. 

TESTING GROUNDS

Testing Grounds is a temporary and free outdoor art space. It is a place for 
experimentation and testing ideas, for public gatherings and educational opportunities 
in the heart of Melbourne’s arts precinct. Testing Grounds is a place for new works of 
art and creative ideas to be developed and shared. 

Testing Grounds is also an exploration into ways to use vacant or under-utilised civic 
space in order to provide the general public with greater amenity. It was designed 
and operated by These Are The Projects We Do Together and supported by Creative 
Victoria.

Since October 2013, Testing Grounds has provided a place for over 300 art-related 
activities – durational performances, residencies, group exhibitions, student projects, 
site-specific installations, program and book launches, theatre and dance rehearsals, 
film screenings and large festival gatherings. 

The experimental nature of the project has allowed us to encourage curatorial 
risks with content and explore new territories. We have maintained the site free of 
advertising and commercial sponsorship as we believe the public and independent 
nature of Testing Grounds is vital.

Diversity and access are key ambitions of the project. From the outset Testing Grounds 
has endeavoured to provide Melbourne with an alternative art space within the arts 
precinct that is free and accessible to all. 



MAPPING GLENFIDDICH III – MY STUDIO

Mapping Glenfiddich III - My Studio is a continuation of my previous work Mapping 
Glenfiddich I - How Much Do I Want to Find You? Due to the fact that all the images 
which I refer to were derived from maps, my paintings showcase a perspective from a 
bird’s-eye-view. 

Buildings on earth resemble pure geometric shapes when viewed from certain angles 
in the air because buildings are geometrically constructed. In most cases, the images of 
buildings seem compressed and flat. These images provide a hint that they are neither 
real narrative nor pure abstract. The use of painted frame indicates that pure abstract 
paintings can only exist or operate within this frame. 

Creating images using maps identifies my journey through an unfamiliar place, whereas 
paintings of my studio represent my journeys in self discovery.

Shiau-Peng Chen was born in Penghu, Taiwan (the Pescadores) in 1976. She studied art at Taipei 
National University of the Arts, Pratt Institute, Victorian College of the Arts and RMIT University. 
The artist has held solo exhibitions in Taipei Fine Arts Museum, Kuandu Museum of Fine Arts, IT 
Park, SNO Contemporary Projects and RMIT Building 49. She has participated in artist-in-residence 
programs in Taipei Artist Village, The 18th Street Art Center, Glenfiddich Distillery, Anderson Ranch 
Art Center and Taitung Railway Art Village.

Shiau-Peng Chen works in painting, printmaking, textual and three-dimensional installation. Her 
early works deal with issues of forms and concepts of infinity, in which jigsaw and tangram puzzles 
provided a contemplative point of departure. Experiences of living in different urban locations 
have provided a foundation creative content in recent years. These explore issues encountered 
and contemplated by the artist at specific times and locations, including the connections between 
man and the city, the artist’s state of living, and observations of national identity. 

shiau-peng chen
artist

taipei, taiwan

doctor of fine art 2009



OUT OF THE BOX

Out of the BOX is a collaboration work between a prominent Singapore artist, Ho Tzu 
Nyen, with Jindee Chua of CushCush. Tzu Nyen approached Jindee to design a case to 
house a limited edition of his work entitled The Cloud of Unknowing, a work he was 
commissioned to do for Singapore’s participation in the 2011 Venice Biennale. Tzu Nyen 
wanted to present his work in the form of a HD, a cable, and a CD in a wooden case, for 
his collectors keeping.

Jindee is inspired by the traditional wooden chests that are usually used for one’s 
cherished possessions and the Asian wooden joinery, as well as remaining true to the 
simple beauty of the wood material while designing the case for Tzu Nyen’s artwork. 
Out of the BOX presents Tzu Nyen’s artwork that is housed within a wooden box, with 
honesty, beauty and Asian inspired techniques. 

Suriawati Qiu and Jindee Chua started CushCush in 2002 with the idea of making unique things 
with unique materials. Having worked in design based architectural and design firms in Australia, 
Singapore and Malaysia, they moved to Bali to start their journey of learning and exploring a 
variety of traditional crafts, techniques and the abundance of indigenous natural materials in 
order to create things that are close to their hearts. Their clients include the Four Seasons Hotels 
& Resorts, The Chedi Andermatt Switzerland, Cheval Blanc Randheli Maldives, W Retreat Maldives, 
Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group, The Leela Palaces Hotels & Resorts and InterContinental Hotels & 
Resorts.

jindee chua
interior objects

denpasar, bali

architecture 1999     interior design 1999

suriawati qiu



vivian chiu
event design

taipei, taiwan

interior design 2013

ABSOLUT NIGHTS

Absolut Nights is a global series of unique events that collaborate with boundary-
pushing artists organised by Absolut Vodka. Absolut Night in Shanghai was a paralleling 
VIP party for Art021 Shanghai Contemporary Art Fair in 2014. The night was held 
in Long Museum accommodating 3 artists’ works together with a whole set of 
atmospheric lighting system. From initial idea generating to finishing construction, the 
preparation process took approximately two months. 

The design of the night aimed at building an interactive space between the art works 
and the participants. Light, dance floor, style and persona were set as the four key 
words responding to the original Red Hook NY Night where light and sound was 
produced for a dance party. The design of Absolut Night highlighted the spirit of art 
and a playful night-life attitude in a high-technology theme. The challenge of the 
design was to moderate three main ideas: creating one space that speaks for different 
artists; resonating the elements in the original night in New York; and fulfilling the 
requirements from Absolut Vodka, Art021 and Long Museum.

Vivian Chiu has been working as an art-direct assistance since she graduated from RMIT in 2013. 
Her work involves communicating with the director and developing a visual concept within 
minutes or sometimes even seconds. After graduation, she has not only been accommodating 
herself to the high-pressure work environment, but also been adaptive to the big switch 
between Australia and Asia.  As a member of the art- direct crew, she takes on the spirit of 
exploring possibilities in the creation of visual and physical experience. She persists in pushing 
the boundaries of what is realisable in various spaces and designing installations that are beyond 
imagination.

LinBay Design Studio is a Taipei-based film art directing and interior design studio. The studio has 
a strong profile in the art direction of music videos for popular music stars such as Khalil Fong 
from Hong Kong and Jay Chou from Taiwan. It also collaborates with international brands such as 
Absolut Vodka and Nike to hybrid global influence with local culture. 



SILVERSURFERSTUDIO (SSS)

SilverSurferStudio consists of the architect’s office and a small living quarter at the 
back. The building is exploring the idea of container through the quality of its indoor 
and outdoor spaces. The result is an arrangement of five rooms enclosed within a 
perimeter wall and five courtyards in between. The rooms are arranged to slip between 
each other which creating a network of narrow lanes. These narrow lanes act as service 
corridors hiding away water points, power points, downpipes, and air-con compressors. 
The making of only indoor and outdoor spaces allow the users to create a specific use 
for each room but with flexibility and themes in its courtyards. 

Charles Dewanto is an architect practicing in Bali. Previously he has worked in Melbourne and 
Perth with Australian architecture practices, working on public and commerical buildings. In his 
new chapter in Bali, local culture and local construction methods have been a new learning curve 
for his young practice. The Silversurferstudio building is his first built project in the island. 

architect 
bali, indonesia

architecture 2009

charles dewanto 



ISLA DES GIGANTES WOMEN’S CRAFT PROJECT

The establishment of the Isla des Gigantes Shell-craft project aimed to train women in 
various shell-craft techniques utilising the huge piles of waste shells found around the 
island as a result of their shell-fishing industry. The project aimed to diversify incomes 
and increase resilience against the seasonal nature of their local industries; the Shell-
craft project aimed to provide much needed job opportunities for the women of
the island, who were limited to the menial task of shelling fish.

At the beginning of 2013 I joined the women of the project where I was based for two 
months. Here I evaluated the project, providing support and recommendations for 
improvement. To develop the capacity of the women, we worked together to identify 
local materials suitable for use in craft products, conducted local market research and 
craft production training, and developed new product designs.

In late 2013, Typhoon Yolanda swept through the region, devastating the islands. The 
craft project lost the equipment and facilities they had built since its establishment, 
and the families of the island lost their livelihoods with the typhoon wrecking fleets 
of fishing vessels. In the eighteen months since Yolanda hit, it has been a long, slow 
process of recovery and regeneration. 

On the one year anniversary I returned to Isla des Gigantes to visit the women of the 
project, with only a handful remaining on the island. Many had had to leave to find 
work in Cebu or Manila to help support their families. The few who remained described 
how difficult it had been for them for the past year. Since then the project has been 
granted funding by the Philippines’ Department of Social Welfare and Development to 
help revitalise and re-establish the project.

design anthropologist
melbourne, australia

interior design 2005

alexandra doughty
My design practice as The Décologist engages with crafts-based social enterprises assisting in
developing the capacity of grass-roots producers through adhering to Fair Trade principles. I 
work predominantly with small-scale producer groups in rural or remote regions, where there 
are limited resources and difficulties in connecting to new markets and building sustainable and 
viable business plans. I work together with organisations to develop the capacity of staff, across 
areas such as product, brand and business development, marketing and merchandising, as well as 
assisting with issues that may arise based on the unique circumstances of each organisation.



MAPPING THE VENDORS AT THE BOUNDARY

There is no denying boundary walls exist in China and have bearings on the socio-
economic, psychological, and corporeal spaces of those who live within the walls and 
those who are outside them. Indeed, most urban design literature regards boundary 
walls negatively and would support their eradication. This project recognises the 
impacts of boundary walls, but it still aims to provide an inkling of how lives are lived, 
positively, despite these walls, and how people have over time used boundary walls as 
physical and social structures to help move beyond the bounds and territories imposed 
on them.

To do this, this project maps the lived experiences of a group of vendors whose 
businesses operate around a boundary wall circling Jimei University in Xiamen, 
China, to understand how a boundary wall can be ‘broken’ or transgressed. Mapping 
the vendors leads to a consideration of boundary from a wider perspective, and to 
understanding the territories and boundaries as a network of relationships. This 
knowledge allows me to think of design as the facilitation of forming relationships. In 
short, this project is an investigation of how boundaries in the context of China’s new 
urbanisation can become shared landscapes for the common good.

Dr Jason Ho holds a Masters in Landscape Architecture and a PhD in Architecture from RMIT 
University in Melbourne, Australia. Jason is currently the Founder of Mapping Boot Camp in China 
and the Co-Founder of Urban Informality Lab in Australia. Jason has worked both as a landscape 
architect and an urban designer at a number of firms across Australia and has also taught at the 
School of Architecture and Design as a sessional lecturer at RMIT University. Jason’s main research 
interests are in the areas of Asian Urbanism, Bottom-up Mapping, Urban Informality, and Border 
Urbanism.

landscape architect/urban designer
xiamen, china

doctor of philosophy 2014 

jason ho 



KERRY PARKSIDE, SHANGHAI

Kerry Parkside is a retail destination integrated with a hotel, serviced-apartments and 
an office tower, serving as a gateway to the Shanghai New International Expo Center, 
one of the largest convention and exhibition facilities in the world. Also serving the 
surrounding high-end residential area, the centre has become an important shopping 
and dining hotspot in the Pudong area. This uniquely integrated Shanghai destination 
is designed for ‘family lifestyle retail’, with an international positioning. Kerry Parkside’s 
retail design is conceptualised as an elegant retail warehouse and features large, 
flexible market style spatial volumes. Designed as a retail ‘loft’, the layout encourages 
maximum shopfront visibility, and from the central atrium and through wire mesh 
baluster panels, visitors get to see and feel the movement on other floors. The 
project won the Asia Pacific Property Awards 2013-2014 with its retail interior highly 
commended.

Billy Ip is the associate at Woods Bagot Hong Kong whose job included retail design, design 
process management, architecture branding and business development. He champions the 
retail environments skill area and provides overall design leadership to create breakthrough, 
differentiated customer experiences. Moreover, he constantly injects creative ideas and innovation 
concepts to the future retail development. In terms of managing design process, Billy oversees 
the retail design process from concept generation to retail planning and circulation, design 
development, architectural standard drawing packs, prototyping, guidelines development 
and implementation management. He explores retail branding opportunity for clients on new 
development, works closely with the client and team to analyse brands, customers, competitors 
and market trends, and then translates this understanding into a design strategy and big idea. 
He also contributes proactively to bids, existing client opportunities and pitch presentations to 
constant growing retail market.

interior designer
hong kong

interior design 2005

billy ip



sarah jamieson
exhibition designer

sydney, australia

interior design 2010

DEATH MAGIC 
NICHOLSON MUSEUM - THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY

The design of the Egypt Room at The Nicholson Museum, The University of Sydney was 
conceived of as a series of conversations - between objects, between objects and the 
visitor, and between the visitor and time. The project brief was to re-design the Egypt 
Room as a prototype for a future museum that Sydney University is currently planning.

The designers took the idea of the glass display case and defined it as an outline of the 
box that has been drawn with black steel framing. This vernacular was then reworked in 
various ways, to make a net or a series of open boxes, creating an open ‘dialogue’ with 
and between the objects. 

Founded by Sarah Jamieson and Trina Day, LOOSE AND is an Australian design collective with 
a focus on exhibition and cultural design. They are a group of design professionals that work 
together on complex projects testing ideas through research, making and teaching. Their skills 
are in architecture, interior, graphic communication, fabrication and critical writing. LOOSE AND is 
interested in working on cultural projects as they provide an opportunity to critique, re-work and 
shape our relationship to our context, our histories and our world. 



PENTA DOS

PENTA DOS is the second instalment in the Penta Series, a thematic series of homes 
that seek to break down local conventions by placing the existing natural features of 
the landscape as core and forefront of the design. In visualising the Landscape and 
the House as one and the same with one purpose, that is, ‘to be lived in’, the intent 
is to stand against the current mentality of ‘chopping down trees to build concrete 
boxes’ and present the intrinsic value of the local landscape to developers, investors, 
homeowners and drivers of the industry: to introduce the idea that keeping a tree is 
more valuable than cutting it down.

DOS drives the inside-out concept further, being more open and having the majority 
of the land dominated by gardens and waterbodies. A signature arc-shaped fishpond 
greets the entrance, supported by sixteen huge Balau tree trunks and a solid Merbau 
timber door specifically made from beams of an old demolished plantation house. The 
double frontage allows the living room to look into the blue lake behind the house.
All of the living spaces are centred on the garden, which makes up most of the house 
while a discreet but open powder room and bath hide behind green foliage at the edge 
of the garden. 

PENTAGO is a boutique landscape and architectural practice based in Kuala Lumpur, with a wide 
range of projects both locally and internationally.  Having built a strong reputation within the 
industry here in Malaysia since 1990, PENTAGO today continues to push boundaries with their 
practical, innovative design work.

Penang born and breed, Wendy joined the company early in 1992 as a junior landscape architect, 
moving from Melbourne, Australia, after her studies as a young graduate from RMIT.  She is 
currently one of the principal directors of PENTAGO, herself leading the landscape department and 
overseeing the management of the company. 

Wendy is a senior member of ILAM (Institute of Landscape Architecture Malaysia) and AILA 
(Australian Institute of Landscape Architecture) and has lectured and assessed at a number of 
universities in the region. She has also a contributor to some of the laws and industry guidelines 
regarding Landscape Architecture in Malaysia.

landscape architect
kuala lumpur, malaysia

landscape architecture 1992

wendy khaw wei see



taek soo kim
architect

seoul, south korea

interior design 1999

VIB NONHYUN HOTEL

The Vib Hotel at Nonhyun-dong is the first of a new hotel brand from Best Western. 
The project was commissioned by Nefs, one of the leading furniture and building 
material manufacturers in Korea. 

Ver-TEX Design Studio won the design competition for the project which consists of a 
150 room tourist hotel in the heart of metropolitan Seoul.

The design is motivated by the ideas of comfort and the idea of being well-prepared.  
The design’s central motif was developed from the typical Korean mother’s 
traditional linen ironing method which has strong emotional links with the notion of 
accommodation.

Ver-TEX Design is currently working on the design development phase and the project is 
expected to break ground later this year.

Ver-TEX Design Studio was founded by Taek Soo Kim in 2003 and has become one of Korea’s
outstanding design-oriented architecture firms, providing architecture and interior design services 
for clients from a variety of different fields. Ver-TEX Design Studio’s diverse portfolio
comprises commercial, residential, academic, and mixed-use architectural and interior design 
projects, located in the Seoul metropolitan area as well as in the other major cities in Korea.



Rui Koh graduated from RMIT University Interior Design in 2014. During his years of studying at 
RMIT, Rui had developed his interests in the topics of time, memory and absence. He treats his 
works as a personal reflection. His works are influenced and inspired by the culture and lifestyle of 
Penang and his private practice of Chinese calligraphy and music. 

Born and raised in Penang, Rui returned to his home town after completing his studies in RMIT. 
He is currently working as an Interior Designer in Stilts Design, based in Penang, and works 
on residential and commercial space designs. As a fresh graduate, Rui aims to implement his 
understanding of interior design to the local practice and to search for new possibilities within the 
industry to help in the development of his hometown.

rui koh
interior designer

penang, malaysia

interior design 2014

SKY PAVILION

The project is a proposal for the 2015 Triumph Pavilion competition. The brief was 
to design a temporary, freestanding and transportable showcase pavilion in the 
Museum Gardens next to the V&A Museum of Childhood in Bethnal Green, London. 
The competition called on participants to create a unique space that invites visitors 
to appreciate the role the sky and its elements play in our perception of architectural 
structures and the world around us as a whole. 

Consisting of ninety-one modular triangles with tuned aluminium pipes hanging within 
them; the pavilion resembles a cloud and captures the movement of the wind.  The 
chimes catch the wind and hit padded mallets hidden among them to create a soft, 
harmonious sound. The pavilion draws attention by its eye-catching appearance and 
the light staccato and soft humming rhythm produced by the many chimes which 
activate the space.

The formalisation of the pavilion is inspired by the analysis of both C major (C2, E2, G2, 
C3) and C major 7th (C4, E4, G4, B4) chords. The use of these two lines was inspired 
from the piano’s bass line and treble line. The eight notes within these chords are tuned 
in different lengths and arranged to shape the exterior and the interior of the pavilion.

The pavilion is built and supported by upright supports that allow the modular to 
cantilever around it. The design enables the wind to move through the pavilion from 
different directions, activating the hanging chimes to generate different compositions 
of sound depending on where and how the wind blows. Ultimately, the pavilion offers 
a chance for the public to get away from the hustle and bustle of London and immerse 
themselves in a tonal interpretation of the rhythm of the sky.



WEEKEND VILLA

‘A house is a home when it shelters the body and comforts the soul.’ 

The brief was to design a weekend villa for an urban family to wind down on weekends. 
The villa sits on a cliff edge and offers some refreshing forest views to the back. The 
space is designed to grow from inside to outside, accommodating the most necessary 
activities of the owner and things that they like to do, therefore creating an efficient 
yet comfortable space for the inhabitants. The design also employs the modesty of the 
owner, appearing humble and introverted at the entrance area, yet open and revealing 
at the back which exposes the amazing view nature has to offer. 

Since starting work as an interior designer in 2006, Meyliza Kotama has been fortunate to be 
able to take part in several types of projects, both small or large scale. Having collaborated with 
talented architects and designers, she has been pushed throughout the years to be constantly 
creative and to always think outside the box. She is interested in simple design with unique 
details and unique applications of materials. Her design characteristics can be seen as humble and 
modest while providing distinctive elements. She believes every design she realises has to be one 
of a kind.

meyliza kotama
interior designer

surabaya, indonesia

interior design 2005



LUNATIC

In 1966, when man landed on the moon, NASA announced that colonisation of the 
moon was a near future reality. The 2013 documentary Lunacy - directed by Simon 
Ennis showcased a handful of determined, optimistic and eccentric would-be lunar 
colonists who cannot wait to start a new life on the moon. 

The collection pays tribute to these joyful, idiosyncratic  and fanciful space travellers 
and would-be lunar settlers. It is a wardrobe for the lunar colonist. It is Lunar Fashion. 
The collection is also homage to Georges Melies 1902 film A Voyage to the Moon.

wan wen li
fashion designer

guangzhou, china

fashion 2014

Wan Wen Li’s final year collection was invited to RMIT Salon Fashion Event in Melbourne (2013) 
and ‘Fashion & Flemington’ event of Melbourne Cup in Australia (2013), which prepared her with 
the opportunity to familiarise herself to the Melbourne fashion industry. After her graduation in 
2014, she returned to her hometown and started again in the new environment. She made up her 
lack of experience and connection in the Chinese local fashion circle with an enthusiastic spirit, a 
profound understanding and exceptional skills and was successfully employed by a rising fashion 
company active in the online market. She is simultaneously preparing to establish her own brand 
to extend her own fashion philosophy which will be seen in the near future.



MALAYSIAN PAVILION, MILAN WORLD EXPO 15

Feeding the Planet, Energy for Life, the theme of Expo Milano 2015, is a clear and 
succinct call to the world to rethink the way food is produced and to recreate healthier 
and more sustainable farming and food production for the benefit of mankind. 
This powerful statement underpins the design of the Malaysian Pavilion, to form 
an architecture that not only emphasises better and more advanced sustainable 
food practices but also at the same time celebrates the country’s rich food culture, 
gastronomical diversity and health benefits from our food source.

As the country’s primary resource, the rainforest plays an important role in the lives 
of all Malaysians. The use of a broad variety of rainforest seeds date back hundreds of 
years, and to this day are prepared and served in innumerable recipes that reflect the 
gastronomically diverse backgrounds of Malaysia’s multi-ethnic diaspora. 

Conceptually, the building seed form expresses the food source of our nation, and we 
celebrate the rainforest seeds and their rich biodiversity. The formation of the four 
seeds takes one through a kaleidoscopic journey through Malaysia with each seed 
encompassing visitors with different experiences and levels of engagement, while 
bringing to bear our attention to the symbiotic relationship we have with the rainforest.

The Glulam used for the Malaysia Pavilion is from a variety of sustainable-sourced 
hardwood, pieced together with the utmost care and precision. Stronger than steel, 
Glulam has greater strength and stiffness than comparable size dimensional lumber. 
Each member of the laminated wood was manufactured in Malaysia, then packed and 
shipped to Italy, to be carefully pieced together, one piece at a time.

Chuin Wee Lim is currently working as project architect and design team leader at HIJJAS architects 
& planners, developing competition schemes and innovative projects such as Residence for Lim, 
Penang; Paramit Bio factory , Penang; Lot 2 Commercial Office Tower, PJ Sentral; Barlow Residence, 
KL; EXPO Malaysian Pavillion; Waste to Energy Recycling Center; Hans Room Restaurant Chain; 
Centre for Excellence Recycling Center, Seremban, FINAS film center, Kuala Lumpur and TNB 
Masterplan and Headquarters Building.

At HIJJAS, she has been involved in the winning scheme for the Malaysian Expo Pavilion with 
the exploration of Glulam material for the first time as part of a sustainable criteria with ease 
of portability and constructability in Milan. She gained valuable exposure to sustainable design 
principles and their impact on the built environment while developing a green template for 
measuring the design effectiveness of sustainable design for the office and the launch of a sub-
consultancy to provide this service.

chiun wee lim
project architect

kuala lumpur, malaysia

architecture 2003



KOI CHAIR

The unique pattern of the Koi Chair is inspired by many of the urban surroundings 
found in Singapore, most notably the wrought iron gates and window grills seen 
everywhere on local houses and apartments. The concept of using a gate or fence to 
surround a garden influenced the idea of how an outdoor garden seat can act in much 
the same way - as a personalised fence, but in a much more pleasant and attractive 
fashion. 

The Koi Chair takes visual cues from these grills and attempts to rekindle the beauty of 
the patterns in a fashion that people can relate to. The application as outdoor seating 
changes the dynamic, turning an object, previously seen as a deterrent, into something 
beautiful and welcoming. The Koi chair is constructed of wood and steel with a 
powdercoat finish making it able to withstand outdoor elements.

Jarrod Lim was born in Melbourne, Australia in 1977 and graduated in Design from RMIT 
University. Throughout the development of his design career, Jarrod has worked for several design 
houses worldwide including the studio of Patricia Urquiola in Milan and the furniture brand SCP 
in London. He has also worked as a lecturer and presented workshops at several Universities in 
Australia, Singapore, Thailand and China.

Jarrod’s works have been featured in exhibitions throughout Europe, the United States, Asia and 
Australia and he has won many awards for his designs including the Pinnacle Award USA and 
Young Designer of the Year Australia. He currently resides in Singapore where he runs his own 
design studio creating luxury hotel interiors and furnishing them with his own designs as well as 
working with various international design houses such as Habitat, Royal Selangor and Innermost.

furniture designer

singapore

industrial design 1998 furniture design 2001

jarrod lim



RethINK

RethINK, the theme of visual artist Danny Liu’s first solo exhibition showcasing thirty 
four pieces of works, constitutes an ideology for reshaping Chinese ink painting, one of 
the most distinctive mediums of Chinese art, which is grounded in a fine art heritage 
and aesthetic bedrock dating more than 1,000 years. Having ventured with the vast 
versatility in both the literati and creative forms, Chinese ink has developed yet juggled 
between convention and contemporary, creating exponential artistic expression 
through its simplest black and white aesthetics.

RethINK also offers an opportunity for not only the artist to look back his works of 
art but also beyond, via a spectrum of mediums, revolving around his “Where’s the 
Mountain” series — a topic he shared on Radio Television Hong Kong’s televised 
programme “Hong Kong Story” (March 2013) — while his most recent series “Building 
Mountains” depict the perplexed cityscape conjuring up powerful metaphors of nature, 
mindscape and everyday life, while hinting the ongoing trend that Chinese ink painting 
has shed the rigid constraints of tradition, and now addresses modernity through a 
revolutionary new artistic language that remains respectful of ancient models.

An RMIT University Master of Fine Arts graduate, who has been teaching Chinese ink painting 
workshops at Chinese University Hong Kong (New Asia Institute of Advanced Chinese Studies), 
Academy of Performing Arts and his studio, Danny was raised in Australia during most of his 
adolescence, and has a strong desire and tendency in producing some complicated forms of arts 
through the mediums of traditional and contemporary ink with an in-depth appreciation towards 
Chinese ink paintings. 

Recently Danny has been receiving a wave of media limelight and has scooped several accolades, 
including the Outstanding Award (Chinese painting category) awarded by Hong Kong Visual Arts 
Centre and recently and the 40 Under 40 Award (Art category) by Perspective Magazine. Danny’s 
works have been exhibited in Australia, Korea, Hong Kong, Taiwan and Singapore.

danny liu wing hung
visual artist

hong kong

master of fine art 2013



DJATI LOUNGE AND DJOGLO PRIVATE BUNGALOW 

The project is a resort villas situated in the mountainous city of Malang in Eastern Java. 
The project takes on a contemporary approach of Joglo, a traditional vernacular house 
of Javanese people with its roof structure that mimics the sourrounding mountain. 
The term “Joglo” is also used to refer the distinctive type of Javanese roof constructed 
by terracota roof tile with rising central part of roof supported by four or more main 
wooden columns (saka guru). The roof formed a pyramid-like structure with central 
part is taller and steeper.  Joglo consists of two parts; the pendopo and dalem. The 
pendopo is the front section of Joglo which is used to receive guests or as reception 
hall. The dalem is the inner sections with walled enclosure and rooms such as bedroom 
and kitchen. 

The use of modern material such as glass and steel have allow the dalem of a joglo 
a new interpretation in spatial experience. The typically solid timber wall has been 
replaced with glass wall allowing more connection between the interior and exterior by 
absorbing the view of the surrounding mountains while maintaining privacy. The use 
of hollowed terracota concrete on the pendopo allows the unobstructed cool breeze 
of the city of Malang inside the space. The traditional roof structure typically made of 
terracota roof tile is replaced by wooden roof shingle, creating a more contemporary 
look.

MINT DS is an architecture and interior design studio based in Jakarta, Indonesia. It was 
established in 2011 by three architects and one interior designer. The studio emphasises 
generating ideas through well executed research on site and context of the project. The synergy 
between the architectural and interior design approach towards a design strategy is the main focus 
to establish a well thought out design outcome. The studio has a range of projects ranging from 
private houses, resorts, restaurants to public buildings.

felandro madjid
architect

jakarta, indonesia

architecture 2008



ST MARY’S THORNBURY

St Mary’s has undergone a regeneration: with a dated interior and a dwindling 
congregation; 2014 saw the complete reconstruction of the interior from the ground 
up. The construction, involving the re-instatement of the rear Narthex, a custom 
organ and the reinstatement of the removed herringbone ceiling, was an exercise in 
traditional construction methods with contemporary details. The re-construction seeks 
to assist in generating a contemporary presence for an established institution, one 
which has successfully resulted in an increase in weekly attendance.

Paolo Pianezze Architects is a small boutique practice based in Melbourne. Our practice portfolio 
ranges from large industrial buildings through to multi-residential developments and the 
obligatory custom residences. The practice specialises in development work, seeking to drive more 
from less, with a particular focus on the tactility and depth of materials.

paolo pianezze
architect

melbourne, australia

architecture 1999



VIETNAM AND RASQUACHISMO

This photo practice runs in tandem with my architectural practice, informing my design 
work through close observation of the individual based culture of Vietnam and its 
aspects of improvisation and re-use.  

The Vietnamese network of individual human relationships with their informal systems 
form a society quite different from globalised societies. Vietnamese society surpasses 
global societies in many ways, especially in some aspects of individual empowerment 
and sustainable practices.  

Rasquachismo, a Hispanic term meaning “the ability to make whatever one needs from 
whatever is at hand” is a prominent quality in less globalised societies around the world 
and is a very evident in the way Vietnam works today.   This quality looks to the existing 
context for the solutions to problems and needs, embodying a thrift based approach 
running counter in many ways to the globalised approach of constantly producing new 
products with their own problematic aspects to “fix” every need.  

My photo documentation of Vietnam and Rasquachismo form a basis for my design 
work in Ho Chi Minh City, an architectural partnership that seeks to inhabit and 
reinforce the best aspects of its context.

Archie Pizzini’s design practice, HTA + pizzini, is a decade long partnership with Hoanh Tran, an 
American-trained architect who he has known for more than two decades, beginning in Texas.  
Hoanh’s deep knowledge of Vietnamese culture (he lived the first 12 years of his life in Saigon 
before emigrating to the U.S.), and Archie’s overlaying of Hispanic culture (through aspects such 
as siestas and Rasquachismo), has enabled the firm to understand Vietnamese culture as different 
from globalised culture.  

This context has enabled the duo to produce work such as Galerie Quynh Dong Khoi, a 
contemporary arts gallery in Ho Chi Minh City designed with the aim of focusing attention on the 
cultural dichotomy in the city today.  IN SITU, their joint exhibition in April 2015, concentrated on 
the context of Vietnam and Ho Chi Minh City and their different, but parallel understandings of 
that context.  This also crystallised the differences in the way they perceive things and produce 
design work (Hoanh has a background in Architectural Preservation and Archie has a background 
in Fine Arts) while arriving at design products that belong very much to both of them.

archie pizzini
architect

ho chi minh city, vietnam

doctor of philosophy 2015



FICUS PEAK

This gateless development is situated on the highest point of a new township called 
Denai Alam. It comprises of a mix of wide-fronted semi-detached and superlink units. It 
best represents one of many housing developments designed by AbRAZ Arkitek which 
translates our aim to achieve practical as well as bespoke design in respect to site 
conditions, current market demands and client needs.

The approach taken by the designer of this project was aimed towards creating homes 
with practical spatial qualities that overlap indoor and outdoor spaces. These defined 
yet expandable spaces encourage future inhabitants to individually utilise and evolve 
within the areas in their homes. Its permeable design and facade enhances a sense 
of neighbourhood within the development while visually taking advantage of the site 
being at the peak of the township.

In responding to the client needs, AbRAZ Arkitek produced a housing development that 
stands out amongst the new housing developments that surround it by improvising 
on the conventional housing scheme. A further requirement was to provide a design 
that was accommodative to the intended IBS (Industrialised Building System). Despite 
designing mass housing, through modular construction methods, we were able to break 
its uniformities through coherent and progressive design solutions.

AbRAZ ARKITEK is a family owned partnership firm that has been in practice since 1985. The firm 
is directed by Ar. Hj Abd Razak Khalidon, Ar. Khalidah Ailis Khalid & Ar. Ahmad Ridha Abd Razak 
with a strong supporting staff comprised of experienced architects, technical assistants, autocad 
draughtpersons and reliable administrative personnel. 

AbRAZ’ achievements are best demonstrated by our completed projects ranging from the Stadium 
Petaling Jaya, MBSB’s 20-storey office building in Lebuh Ampang (Kuala Lumpur), various types of 
housing in the 100 acres Bandar Indera Mahkota (Pahang), Sime Darby Property in USJ Heights and 
Denai Alam, Pusat Taman Laut in various islands, education buildings for Universiti Malaya, EPT & 
UITM, to a few privately own bungalows and interior works. Our present jobs consist of a variety of 
urban development, mixed development, hotels, offices and houses.

architects

denai alam,  malaysia

architecture 1982, 2006, 2011

ar khalidah ailis 
ar ridha razak

safuraa razak



MYSTIC MOUNTAIN

Mystic Mountain is a sixty room resort in the scenic slope terrain of Nagarkot, 32 km 
East of Kathmandu, Nepal. Nagarkot is a serene hill station with 270° magnificent view 
of the Himalayas. The challenge here was to accommodate the huge mass of a sixty 
room resort without creating a monster in this tranquil landscape. The building looks 
for inspiration in the traditional terraced rice farming commonly practiced in the hills of 
Nepal. 

The volumes of the building are clinically inserted in the form of a stepped terrace 
following the contours of the site. Slope wings are introduced, forming hexagon-shaped 
building blocks to reduce the mass by blurring the edges of the building with the 
surrounding landscape. 

After graduating, Sanjay worked at William Lim Associates in Singapore for four years.
He then moved back home to Katmandu, Nepal and established Outré Design in November
2003. The firm concentrates on bringing out change in the rather conservative society of
Nepal by introducing modern concepts both in terms of planning and architectural expression.
Simplicity, transparency and clean design and a desire to incorporate sustainable design solutions 
distinguishes the firm’s designs. Since it inception, Outré Design has completed a number of 
residential, hotel and spa projects in Nepal.

sanjay lal shrestha
architect

katmandu, nepal

architecture 1998



PINK GOES TO BEIJING 

My presence is a present to the world
I am unique and my life could be like a Chinese Queen 
I put it on the river of Huang Ho and drove it all along
I don’t put any limits on the China Wall

I do ordinary things in extraordinary ways
Live a life of serenity in Beijing city, never a life of regrets So many dreams are waiting in 
the Summer Palace. 

Take the time to wish upon the stars and make a nice living in Sanlitun
 
Yesterday I was nowhere... today I am now here...

Tiarma Sirait is a Bandung-based fashion artist who presents visually provocative and thought 
provoking installations, performances, textiles and fashions questioning all the conventional 
wisdoms both of the East and West. She aims to support diversity in Indonesian fashion through 
active participation in the local and international fashion scenes. She is passionate about 
developing the creativity of young Indonesian designers through workshops and internship 
programs and events. She sees her key role in the facilitation of fashion as a medium of expression 
and communication through various exhibitions, lectures, writing, performances and forums. 

Through her bold conceptual approaches to art, fashion, design and pop culture, Tiarma has 
explored themes such as love and lust, foreign influences on Indonesian culture and mass 
consumerism. Her art is intended to show hyper-reality within a contemporary context. Since 
1987, she has participated in more than 150 exhibitions around the world; the countries she has 
exhibited her works in include Malaysia, Thailand, Australia, France, Germany, Canada, Cuba, 
Poland, Japan, United Kingdom, Sweden, Italy, China, Colombia, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Portugal, 
Slovakia, Czech, Hungary, USA and South Korea.

tiarma sirait
fashion artist

bandung, indonesia

fashion 1996



ARCHITECTURAL STILLS

Squint/Opera has built its reputation on its ability to communicate compelling 
narratives and construct believable spaces with a strong sense of atmosphere and 
occasion. From custom modelling individual objects, to conjuring whole cities, it works 
with all scales of project. Many of its artists have an architectural training, allowing it to 
work as a strong creative partner for designers and more autonomously for developers 
and master planners in stages prior to formal design.

Squint/Opera pride itself in creating fresh, engaging content and are always looking to 
work on projects and with people who embrace new, creative ways of seeing the world. 
It is a global creative production company with offices in London, Melbourne, Sao Paulo 
and Abu Dhabi. For over a decade it has combined compelling messages with fantastic 
visuals and cutting edge technology to help clients communicate effectively with their 
target audiences. With a versatile in-house team and a collaborative approach with 
specialist creatives and artists, Squint/Opera has a wide range of skills and disciplines 
to create imaginative and intelligent assets across strategy and positioning, identity 
design, interactive experiences, stills and films. 

Fooch is the Managing Director of Squint/Opera Melbourne. He started with the Squint/Opera 
London office in the early days of the company’s development, and was inspired by the buzz of 
creative innovation and business growth. With enthusiasm and a strong entrepreneurial spirit, 
Fooch travelled back to Australia to start the Squint/Opera Melbourne office in 2009. As Managing 
Director he leads the business and his team to produce the highest quality work in a flourishing 
environment. He has had wide spread experience managing a multidisciplinary team in animation, 
design and architecture.

foo chi sung
digital visualisation

melbourne, australia

architecture 2004



 YELLOW 

“No Guts no Glory” was the quote used as inspiration for designing an area for an 
electronic music festival in 2015. The festival indulges in industrial electronic music and 
art and the terrain is filled with an enchanting array of installations and ambitious stage 
design. 

The materials chosen for the project were reused plywood sheets from the CNC cut 
stage elements. The intention was to create a form in flux. An interior which reflects 
a deconstruction and construction of words and spatial cues. The colour scheme uses 
yellow in one of functions of its defining an industrial area. 

Jamie Sutherland is a set design and scenic artist involved with a broad spectrum of projects 
and contractors. He develops designs for the interior and the exterior, from the minuscule to 
the massive, creating unique pieces and projects, for film, television, theatre and festivals. Since 
graduating from RMIT Interior Design, Jamie has had solo and group exhibitions of his artwork in 
Melbourne, Edinburgh and Amsterdam. He has worked as an art director in the film and television 
industry, and has been assistant stage manager at the Edinburgh Playhouse, Edinburgh Festival 
Theatre and the Manchester Palace Theatre Factory Amsterdam. In 2009, he co-founded Good Day 
Productions set construction and design company and is now director of his own firm Behind the 
Seens.

jamie sutherland
set / event design

amsterdam, netherlands

interior design 2000



BEWEAR BEAR!

The Bewear Bear! collection aims to push the boundaries of menswear by using the 
form and naivety of the teddy bear and integrating it into the gravity and masculinity of 
traditional menswear. This concept is inspired by my childhood, when I made my own 
toys. The integration of the teddy bear’s shape and parts into the silhouette of classical 
menswear produced a challenging approach to cutting and 3D exploration. 

The entire collection is a mixture of different reds and maroons. The colour palette 
brings out an element of excitement, which compliments my creative direction. The 
inherent sense of humour within the concept helped produce teddy bear tailored 
menswear - fun and friendly fashion. 

The Bewear Bear! collection encourages men not to take themselves too seriously. A 
tailored jacket need not only be about fit and tradition. It can put a big smile on your 
face. Making people smile is what motivates me; I want my garments to project a happy 
and friendly image, with that same characteristic of humour. I believe that a good sense 
of humour is vital in a world that’s sometimes too stressed.

Chin was born in Malaysia. He graduated from RMIT Bachelor of Design (Fashion) course with 
honours first class in 2013. Chin has participated several fashion competitions such as Melbourne 
Spring Fashion Week, Virgin Australia Melbourne Fashion Festival and the ID International 
Emerging Designer Awards (in which he won the third prize). Chin’s design philosophy is about 
exploring new possibilities of what we wear and viewing clothes in an uninhibited aspect yet 
wearable. 

chin hau tay
fashion designer

pahang, malaysia

fashion 2013



RBA is a creative studio of architects and designers based in Singapore. RBA was founded in 2009 
as Red Bean Architects by principal Teo Yee Chin and has since built up an acclaimed body of work. 
Since its inception, RBA has been discerning in accepting commissions and has taken no more 
than six projects a year. RBA focuses on delivering each project very well, starting from a thorough 
design and documentation process to a hawk-eyed control of the construction works on site.

RBA is a registered practice with the Board of Architects Singapore and the Singapore Institute 
of Architects. RBA’s approach to each project originates from the studio’s concerns with 
urbanism, sustainability, history and ethics. Architecture transcends mere building. Every piece of 
Architecture is seen as a beautiful and unique construction that has the potential to contribute to 
society, activate the city, and enrich human history.

zeeson teoh
architectural assistant

singapore

architecture 2012

LENG HOUSE

The land on which this new dwelling is to stand is vast, large enough to house four 
“good-class” bungalows. The land is entered from the road at its highest point and 
slopes down thereafter, by as much as twelve metres at the farthest edge.

The potential of such a site is drastically altered with the presence of an existing 
two-storey house. This building, eighty years of age and gazetted to be conserved, 
is perched at the highest point of the land and commands the site. Due to planning 
guidelines, any new building on the lower ground can only be lower than the heritage 
house, thereby safeguarding its primary presence.

While the first instincts of a new landowner would be to stamp his distinctive mark 
with architecture, the ambition of the design effort shifted early on to defer to the old 
structure. The forms inserted beside the existing house are kept simple and finished in 
natural raw materials of timber and stone. 

Much of the accommodation is housed underground, receiving light through sunken 
courtyards and oblique windows. A slim white colonnade elegantly stretches the length 
of the site and serves as a connecting datum for the underground and above ground 
spaces.



LE LOI STUDIO

This was an office for our architectural practice conceived of as a laboratory for testing 
the possibilities of what could be produced in the context of Vietnam.  It was produced 
as a statement of our design identity acting as a filter to exclude incompatible clients 
while becoming a magnet for attracting clients and associates whose ideas were similar 
to ours.

The project made use of opportunities available in Vietnam which were absent in more 
globalised working environments.  We re-used antique pieces such as French colonial 
shutters and doors as well as traditional Vietnamese bed / living platforms which would 
not be available or affordable in a more globalised context.  We incorporated these 
pieces into our project, taking advantage of an accessibility and flexibility of craftsmen 
foreign to the working environment of a more standardised construction environment.  
We improvised furnishings and finishes taking inspiration from street improvisations 
not generally visible in places such as the U.S. for instance.

This project had an effect not only on our clients and associates, but on us (my partner 
Archie and myself) by altering our practice focus away from larger and more globalised 
projects such as office and apartment towers towards smaller more individual based 
projects such as art galleries, individual homes and small bars and restaurants.

Hoanh Tran’s design practice, HTA + pizzini is a decade long partnership with Archie Pizzini, an 
American trained architect of Hispanic background from Texas.  Hoanh’s design sensibility is 
informed by the three decades spent in Vietnam, including the first twelve years of his childhood, 
as well as all of the experiences he has accumulated in the different urban environments he has 
experienced outside of Vietnam including New York, Washington D.C., and Los Angeles.  

Hoanh’s background as a preservation architect working in New York as well as his design 
architecture education acquired at Sci-Arc in Los Angeles, has given him an understanding of urban 
context that is deeply influenced by history. 

This attention to the layering of history embedded in the fabric of the best cities influenced the 
design of Galerie Quynh Dong Khoi, a contemporary arts gallery in Ho Chi Minh City.  It was also 
a major element in the design of IN SITU, Hoanh and Archie’s joint exhibition in April 2015, which 
revealed their different, but complementary understandings of the context of Ho Chi Minh City.  

hoanh tran
architect

ho chi minh city, vietnam

doctor of philosophy 2015



SYNAPTIC MAN

The collection’s concept explores the possibilities of OP Art within the genre of modern 
menswear creating innovative synaptic fashion. OP Art, also known as optical art, is a 
style of visual art that makes use of optical illusions. Optical illusions are images formed 
by misinterpreted sensory signals. 

This design philosophy explores the relationship between fashion and art. The focuses 
are textiles, patterns and silhouettes. Every garment is an artwork. When I design my 
collection, my job is not only designing the garments, but also designing and creating 
the artworks. Thus, how to cleverly combine the interesting parts of art with fashion 
design intelligently and absorbing them with innovation is my biggest goal. The 
collection is not only about design, but also about art for an audience with knowledge 
of art history and fashion construction. 

Yan Wang is a fashion designer from China who is attracted to hand-created pieces and garments 
that have a very strong visual impact. The ‘Synaptic Man’ collection has been shown in the 2013 
Melbourne Spring Fashion Week as part of the Emerging Designers Runway show, it was presented 
National Graduate Showcase as a part of Virgin Australia Melbourne Fashion Festival and The 
ID International Emerging Designer Awards in New Zealand in 2014. Currently, she is working 
in London Tang Dynasty Global Design Ltd. (Wuhan, Hubei Province, China) and is developing a 
business plan to start her own label.

yan wang
fashion designer

wuhan, china

fashion 2013



THE BANYAN HOUSE

The site for this project is situated just off Sukhumvit, the main artery of Bangkok. 
A five minute walk away from the hustle of this demanding metropolis is a serene 
street dominated by a century old Banyan tree which occupies a large portion of the 
frontage of the site.  Left to flourish for generations, the tree has become intrinsic to 
neighborhood’s natural environment – holding memories of people in the vicinity, 
including our client.  Thus, it has been obvious from the beginning that the challenge 
of the project was to find a way for this historic tree and the new structure to 
harmoniously coexist.  

With this context in mind, our approach to the design was that of respect.  Rather than 
engaging with the tree by building around it, we chose to locate the house to the side 
leaving a full length of clearance behind the tree.  This extended space would serve 
as an undisturbed backdrop that would enhance the tree’s dominance and, in a more 
practical sense, become a spacious garden for the inhabitants.

The architecture of the house has been kept simple and straightforward.  The structural 
columns were set right on the edge to distinctly define the building boundary, while the 
living volumes have been set back to gain eaves space and create a continuous terrace 
that is protected from the sun.  The upper floor is kept discreet from the surroundings 
by the more frequent structural columns, in addition to those perfect natural screens 
given by spreading branches of the Banyan tree. The ground floor is open with minimal 
application of structural columns to open views to the garden where the tree-patterned 
ventilated wall is used to provide privacy to the garden from the street and the 
parking zone. At the same time it allows a visual extension and enhances the light that 
seeps through the leaves and branches of the Banyan tree. The presence of the past 
continues to give and live on.  Humbly dwelling with it, the future of the house begins.

Established by Xutibhong Wichaidit and Saguna Saelimin in 2002, wd is a design oriented
practice and has completed a range of mostly residential projects. Our skill base includes urban
design, architecture and interior design. The work of wd responds to client needs and issues
of site through an engagement with a modernist vernacular which employs a combination of
rigorous geometric and structural considerations. We challenge traditional concepts of design
and intend to cross artificial boundaries of design convention. Though we provoke a new set of
investigations and challenges in each project, it is our intention for the practice to be consistent
in expressing the richness of local materials and the craft practices inherent to our native
Thailand. 

architecture / interior design

bangkok, thailand

architecture and interior design 1997

xuhtibong wichaidit 
saguna saelim



PERSPECTIVE 

The Saturday collections embody the carefree spirit of the weekend soul. It emphasises 
the simplicity and comfort of wearable fashion. Denoted by its careful draping and 
asymmetrical designs, the brand reflects every facade of a modern woman.

Saturday weaves a strong identity with its quirky take on classic forms. Designer Nic 
Wong understands the importance of timeless design and its ability to transcend trends 
and create a strong identity for the wearer. 

Each collection marries classic styles with up-to-date aesthetic elements. The garments 
are carefully thought through to ensure premium quality and impeccable cuttings. This 
commitment in fashion has drawn attention from the industry across many regions.

Regarded as one of the first quintessential Singapore designers to pioneer new grounds in the 
Singapore fashion scene, Nic Wong has always been accredited for his meticulous attention to 
geometrically quirky details in his understated designs. The crisp cleanliness of his designs are 
typical of his sensitivity towards technical construction.

In 2001, Nic bagged the Atelier East Design Excellence Award for fashion design and scored a 
scholarship to pursue his studies in fashion design at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology. 
Upon graduation with distinction, he was voted as one of Singapore’s top ten fashion graduates 
and was awarded with a merit award under the category of ‘best menswear collection’. 
Subsequently, Nic emerged winner of the Mercedes Benz Asia Fashion Award (Singapore) in 2004 
with his first womenswear collection.

These achievements propelled the launch of his first fashion label, Nicholas in 2005. The widely 
recognised label represents Nic’s unique aesthetics and impeccable workmanship. In 2009 and 
2012, Nic spearheaded Saturday and Cruise that rose to regional fame with their new take on 
fashion basics. Apart from his designing work, Nic is often invited by local art school to conduct 
lectures, as an external examiner and judge for school graduations as well as an acting mentor for 
up and coming Singapore designers as part of the fashion incubator project.

nic wong
fashion designer

singapore

fashion 2003



DECK

DECK is a non-commercial, independent arts venue, envisioned to be a place to support 
and nurture the community of photography enthusiasts in Singapore and Southeast 
Asia. Due to the nature of the short term lease of two years, the building has to be 
quickly assembled in one arrangement, and reassembled in another form to suit 
another site. Added to the list of challenges is the low budget available and the short 
construction window.

From the onset, the key design decision was that the construction process has 
to embody a low carbon footprint, touch the site lightly and to minimise onsite 
construction time.  Thus we developed the design based on the concept of 
appropriating shipping containers into “containers for photography arts”.   By stacking 
the containers into a compelling urban assemblage that terraces towards the “plaza” 
space facing the blank neighbouring party wall, we could appropriate the architectural 
elements on site to form an intimate urban setting that supports a multitude of events 
and activities. The neighbouring party wall has been used a projection wall while 
viewers can choose to gather at the multiple overlooking terraces.  

Intentionally set back from the site boundary on all sides, the building invites people on 
the street to venture into the forecourt or slip round its perimeter to get to the other 
side of the urban block, stitching the larger urban fabric with its presence.  The iconic 
DECK is an excellent example of a private initiative, independent art-space. We believe 
DECK is a timely addition and unique contribution to the fast-developing art gallery 
scene in Singapore. 

Ho Tzu Yin is the Deputy Managing Director of LAUD Architects Pte Ltd. Established in 2004, LAUD 
is a small/medium sized firm that designs a wide range of projects, including high-rise residential, 
institutions, place of worships, industrial, education and single family dwelling projects. Several of 
their projects have won the Singapore of Architect (SIA) Design Award, as well as being shortlisted 
for the World Architectural Festival (WAF) Awards. LAUD possesses expertise in Sustainable 
Building Design and has been awarded BCA Green Mark Award “GoldPlus” for their residential 
building projects.

ho tzu yin
architect

singapore

architecture 1999



URBAN MARKET QUALITIES FOR CULTURAL AND ECONOMIC REGENERATION

The regeneration of local markets is essential in conserving the city’s heritage values, 
where they play a significant role as a ‘place for commercial and cultural interchange’ 
(UNESCO, 2013). Public markets thrive because they serve the local community. Their 
localness and ‘charm’ consequently entice visitors to come and gaze on the locals’ 
way of life, through the experiences, interactions and consumption of activities and 
products. While the demands of urbanisation and tourism are inevitable, how do we 
ensure the rich culture of the market is not lost as it progresses? 

This research examines the relationships between the market as a “space” for trading 
local goods, and a “place” for the vendors, locals and visitors. The research work is 
framed by four aspects: the local culture and the economy, the sense of place, the 
market as a community hub, and the market as a tourist attraction. One of the case 
studies is Pasar Payang located in Terengganu, Malaysia. Pasar Payang will soon be 
going under a redevelopment process. While it is acknowledged that the market will 
physically change, it is essential to identify the tangible and intangible qualities that can 
help the market and its users to continue to flourish in the future.

Khalilah Zakariya is an educator, researcher and landscape architect with a background in 
landscape architecture and tourism planning.  Her research explores these interrelated areas, with 
an interest in how we design and experience local places in the city.  She obtained her Bachelor 
of Landscape Architecture from International Islamic University Malaysia (IIUM), MSc. in Tourism 
Planning from Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM) and PhD in Architecture + Design from RMIT 
University, Australia.  

Her works examine and explore ways in which we can engage with people, place, culture and the 
environment.  She presently teaches Landscape Architecture at International Islamic University 
Malaysia.  Her current research projects include mapping the activities at urban squares, exploring 
Islamic public art, and examining public markets as cultural heritage in Malaysia.

academic / landscape architect
kuala lumpur, malaysia

doctor of philosophy 2012
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design festival curator

hangzhou, china

interior design 2013

aimoli zhang

HANGZHOU INTERNATIONAL DESIGN WEEK 

In 2009, the physical resurrection of the Nansong district In Hangzhou, China was 
championed by the city’s mayor Cai Qi and was overseen by the Chinese Pritzker 
Prize winning architect Wang Shu. Within the design of the streets, the skilful use of 
rough-hewn natural materials and respect for the beauty and intricacy of the existing 
traditional architecture has ensured that the area has retained a sense of its original 
character and charm.   

In concert with this restoration and as a way of introducing art and design culture to 
the local population, the Zhejiang provincial government has, since 2012, sponsored 
the running of the annual Hangzhou International Design Week (idw). The mission of 
idw in 2014 was to occupy the empty heritage buildings along Southern Song Imperial 
Street with temporary installations. The concept for the event was to ‘make the street 
a museum’ for one week each year. In the flurry of activity that took place in the weeks 
leading up to the event, the block was transformed into a site for the presentation and 
discussion of art and design. 

The design week’s activities included the adaptive reimagining and reshaping of fifteen 
empty buildings by both local and international designers. The ‘pavilions’ (as they are 
called) hosted video, animation and sculptural installations; a pop-up design bookstore; 
retail outlets featuring the work of up and coming Chinese product designers; the Little 
Curator exhibition of art and design work produced by children; the Italian Design duo 
Mathery studio and their interactive play experience Pastillo; and RMIT University 
Interior Design’s The Hospital for Broken Things.

Aimoli Zhang is a Hangzhou-based design festival curator. Her curatorial works focus on the 
relationship among objects, video projections, human interactions and the transformed space. In 
the form of exhibitions, her practice cultivates emerging talents, responds to local issues, involves 
cultural emotions and builds harmony in the society. She aims at forming a bridge between 
modern technology and traditional Chinese philosophy and she holds a firm belief that the future 
of design and public art is deeply rooted in the collaboration of creativity.
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